INTRODUCTION
Surprisingly, our interview section hasn’t been decorated
with many potters. So it’s refreshing to add such a highly
acclaimed potter to the list, whose work is both
sculptural, experimental and creative.
Adam Silverman is not only an interesting subject because of his works, he’s also lived
quite a varied life and has travelled across many parts of Japan, working and learning from
a mixture of master craftsmen. This is no doubt reflected in his forms, the vessels have a
real purity and minimalistic vibe about them, much like what you’d see in Japan, but they’re
layered with intricate colouring and other unusual glazes, which could reflect from him being
born in NY and living most of his life in LA.
After co-founding popular clothing labels X-Large and X-Girl, Adam found himself spending
more and more time in the studio making pots, so in 2002 he decided to jump right in and
become a full time potter. Since then Adam has exhibited extensively in the US and Japan.
Besides making his own works, Silverman has also become a partner in, and the studio
director of, Heath Ceramics, a 62 year old California producer of dinnerware and tile. I hope
you enjoy our conversation below.
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1. For those that don’t know Adam Silverman, could you
tell us a little bit about yourself and what you do?
I am a potter in Los Angeles. Prior to becoming a professional potter in 2002 (after a lifetime of
being a hobby potter) I was an architect and then in the fashion business … all in LA. I have lived in
LA for almost 25 years. I am married to Louise Bonnet, who is a painter, and have four children
ranging in age from 3 to 14.

2. What would you say is your working philosophy?
Work hard and work smart so that I don’t have to work all the time.

3. We know you founded a well-recognised clothing
company named X-Large in your younger days. Coming
from this background how did you originally get in to
pottery and did it change or alter your outlook on life?
Also, how do you think this lifestyle has affected your
style/aesthetic today?

Adam Silverman
kneading and centering a
lump of clay on the wheel
in his studio in Los
Angeles.
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I was into pottery as a hobby before XL, and during XL. As I became more responsible for the
business of the company, and less involved in the design, pottery became increasingly important to
me, and eventually I left XL and became a potter full-time. The XL aesthetic per se, has very little
influence on the aesthetic of the work I do now. The overarching theme that flows between
architecture, clothing and pottery is making something for the human body.

4. Growing up you studied architecture, art and design
at the Rhode Island School of Design. I’m interested to
hear how architecture has influenced your work, if it has
at all, and if there are any parallels between the pots you
make and the shapes/forms of buildings.
There are no literal formal parallels, but my training in architecture was very thorough and deep, I
loved it. My aesthetic is absolutely formed by the major architectural influences on me.

5. Your pieces remind me in some ways of ancient ruins,
or of ancients builds. Famous architects I could relate
them to include the great Louis Kahn and Italian
designer Carlo Scarpa. Are there any particular artists,
architects or designers that have inspired your work?
Le Corbusier, Louis Kahn, Carlo Scarpa, Schindler, Tadao Ando. Modernists who were / are in love
with their materials and handled them as masters. Forms rooted primarily in geometry. Abstract, but
warm or expressive. Also artists like Frances Bacon, Miro, Hans Coper, Peter Voulkos, David Smith,
Alexander Calder, Noguchi, Louise Nevelson, Morandi, Paul Klee, Picasso, Giacomett, Merce
Cunningham …

6. What’s your perception when it comes to making
pots? Some people see it as purely functional, others as
art or sculpture, where do you stand on this?
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I make pots that are mostly functional, but under the big umbrella of art. Clay is a ghettoized
material, that people like to dismiss as craft. I like the flexibility of it in terms of being able to
operate in the worlds of craft, art and design, that it has no inherent form to begin with, and then I
can move it in any direction. I like to think of art, design and craft as three circles that each overlap a
bit with the hot spot being where all three overlap, which is the smallest area … that’s where I try to
operate, to the extent that I try to operate anywhere. Also, in some senses, the market kind of places
you in the area that it wants you in, art, design or craft, and you can try to work within that market
influence, or fight it, or ignore it. But it’s there as a force whether we like it or not.

Adam measuring
and mixing the
ingredients to make
a glaze, each colour
follows a specific
recipe.

7. What’s your thinking behind the textures and colours
on the pots you create, was there a particular ‘eureka’
moment where you experimented with these methods?
Or was it a slow process up to this point?
It has been a very slow and organic process of small discoveries that have built one upon the
previous to get me where I am now. It has been following what feels right, and it continues to evolve
in that same way.
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8. You must use a complexity of materials when making
these bold looking shapes, particularly in the glazing. In
terms of the glazes how do you find out what works,
also do you fire in different temperatures or is each
project approached differently?
I have used mostly one clay body at one temperature in electric kilns for the last 15 years. However
in the last year or two I have been exploring different clays and temperatures and firing techniques.
Different projects are sometimes getting different materials and techniques. For example, I am
working on a large show at the Laguna Art Museum in Laguna Beach, CA this October. There are
four galleries that I will be using, and each will have very different types of work in and several
different types of clay, glazes and firing techniques will be employed. There will be pots, sculptures,
photographs and video. But it will all be very closely related and I hope form a unified show.

Adam Silverman in his studio pulling up the
sidewalls of a big pot in his studio, also posing
in front of some new vases for an exhibition.
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9. I personally think one of the main attractions to your
work is the mysticism and spontaneity, is this intentional
or do you think it just comes about through the
experimental process?
I like the idea of mystery, unknown or inexplicable things, not necessarily in a “mystical” or
religious sense, just the great unknown and the power and curiosity of the unknown. I think that is
one of the great things about art, how it can affect each person differently in a very personal way, and
how much mystery exists in art.

10. It seems like you originally started out with quite a
minimal aesthetic, and then moved on to work that at
times can look like rock or lava. It’s as though the pieces
are connected to natural forms created by the earth,
which I love. What made you step away from this
original aesthetic, did you feel it had too many
boundaries?
I think that the forms that I use are still very “minimal” or elemental, or modern or based on nature in
a geometry sense. A sphere or an egg, or a shape that may reference a torso, these are all forms that
are very familiar to us. So I feel like I need those forms as a sort of canvas to then explore the surface
treatment so aggressively. If the forms weren’t so strong, I don’t think the surfaces could be so
intense … the overall piece wouldn’t work as well.

11. To me you appear to be a creative who’s always
adapting and learning as you go along, experimentation
is in your nature. Where do you think this came from and
are there any particular themes that you’re toying with at
the moment?
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I don’t know where it comes from. I like learning, seeing things and making things. It’s like being a
sponge. Soak a bunch of water and dirt in, let it sit, squeeze it and see what comes out.

Adam uses a mixture of methods to apply the
glaze to the clay vessel, dipping, brushing,
and even using his hands. This means he can
pinpoint different areas and overlap glazes to
create unusual effects.

12. Looking back when you travelled to Japan in 2005,
later returning in 2006, what would you say you gained
from the trip itself? Can you point out one particular
moment that was inspiring?
There were many inspiring things about those trips. First was visiting Mashiko, a traditional pottery
and farming town. It had 300 family kilns in operation at the time I first visited (much has changed
since the earthquake and nuclear disaster in 2011). I met, through a mutual friend in Tokyo, the
Sekizawa family, who were three men, and became very close with them. I wound up working at
their pottery for about a month in 2006. They are a very inspiring family in terms of how they live,
humbly and elegantly. Being there, in Mashiko and with the Sekizawas, had a big influence on me.

13. You met the Hamada family out in Japan on your
visit, with Shoji Hamada being quite an icon in the
pottery world, what did you pick up from this
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experience? I’m guessing it must of been quite
overwhelming?
It was a weird and fun and kind of formal day. They were very gracious towards me. But there was
no deep connection to them like there was for me to the Sekizawas. Hamada is important as an icon
and a figure head, bridge builder, etc. Less so as a potter in my mind. But for sure it was a day that I
will remember for the rest of my life.

14. Just flicking through the photographs in Japan, the
way of life looks totally different and very calm
compared to what us Westerners experience. Did you
take any of these elements from the Far East in to your
own lifestyle?
It couldn’t be more different in Mashiko, than my life in LA. Polar opposites. And I love it there and
visit as often as possible … but in the end, I am a coffee drinking, minivan driving, father of four
kids, American, Los Angeles potter, who works in the middle of the big dirty city. I like my life a lot,
but it is good to escape from time to time. And get a literal and metaphorical breath of fresh air.

15. As a partner and studio director of Heath Ceramics I
can imagine you have to wear quite a few hats, so to
speak. How do you juggle all these different situations
and roles?
It is pretty natural and easy to do. We have a great team of people at Heath, so I can mostly work in
the studio and on big company wide issues with Cathy and Robin … the nitty gritty of the stores,
manufacturing etc. are handled by people whose jobs those things are.

16. It seems like you’re getting asked to work on more
and more exhibitions all over the world, what are the
challenges when starting a new exhibition. How do you
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approach them, could you summarise some of your key
thoughts?
Each opportunity comes with it’s own context and set of issues, which usually start the ball rolling in
terms of my responses. The Laguna Museum is on a cliff above the Pacific Ocean, which is a very
specific and strong context. It is also a place that has a strong craft and art history and context. Then
there is the museum itself, which provided four galleries to work with. So those three sets of
conditions got me started toward where the project will end up. Sometimes I am working on an idea
and need a place to present it, and sometimes the place informs the work completely, like the
Kimbell project. Mostly it is a combination of the two.
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17. Lastly, what ideas have you got up your sleeve? Any
projects you can shed light on, what should we expect
to see in the future from Adam Silverman as designer
and creative?
Fall 2013 is going to be a very busy time. I have a Rizzoli monograph (purchase here) coming out
September 24th. Then I will have shows and book events at Heath in LA and SF the last weekend in
September. The Laguna show opens in October, and I’ll be showing with Edward Cella at Texas
Contemporary in October, and a book party in Marfa and New York. Then two shows in Tokyo in
November, one at Play Mountain and one at Tomio Koyama, then in December I’ll be holding a
book event and installation at Chariots of Fire in Venice, CA. In January I will sleep for the month.
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